Compilers for polymorphic languages must support runtime type analysis over arbitrary source language types for coding applications like garbage collection, dynamic linking, pickling, etc. On the other hand, compilers are increasingly being geared to generate type-safe object code. Therefore, it is important to support runtime type analysis in a framework that generates type correct object code. In this paper we show how to integrate runtime type analysis over all types of a higher order typed source language, including quantified types, into a system that can propagate type information through all compilation phases.
Introduction
Modern programming paradigms increasingly rely on applications requiring runtime type analysis, like dynamic linking, garbage collection, and pickling. For example, Java adopts dynamic linking and garbage collection as central features. Distributed programming requires that code and data on one machine be pickled for transmission to a different machine. In a polymorphic language, the compiler must rely on runtime type information to implement these applications. Furthermore, these applications may operate on arbitrary runtime values; therefore, the compiler must support the analysis of the types of arbitrary source language terms, which we refer to as fully reflexive type analysis.
On the other hand, generation of certified code [11] is appealing for a number of reasons. We no longer need to trust the correctness of the compiler; instead, we can verify the correctness of the generated code. Checking the correctness of a compiler-generated proof (of a program property) is much easier than proving the correctness of the compiler. Moreover, since we can verify code before executing it, we are no longer restricted to executing code generated only by trusted compilers.
A necessary step in building a certifying compiler is to have the compiler generate code that can be type-checked before execution. The type system ensures that the code accesses only the provided resources, makes legal function calls, etc. Therefore, it is important to support runtime type analysis (over types of arbitrary source language terms) in a framework that can generate type-correct object code. Crary et al. [3] proposed a framework that can propagate types through all phases of compilation. The main idea is to construct and pass terms representing types, instead of the types themselves, at runtime. This allows the use of existing term operations to process runtime type information. Semantically, singleton types are used to connect a type to its representation. From an implementor's point of view, this framework (hereafter referred to as the CWM framework) seems to simplify some phases in a type-preserving compiler; most notably, typed closure conversion [9] . However, the framework proposed in [3] supports only the analysis of types with no binding structure; specifically, it does not support the analysis of polymorphic or recursive types. This limits the applicability of their system since most type-analyzing applications must deal with recursive objects or polymorphic code blocks.
In this paper, we extend the CWM framework and encode a language supporting fully reflexive type analysis into this framework. The language is based on our previous work [13] ; accordingly, it introduces polymorphism at the kind level to handle the analysis of quantified types. This requires a significant extension of the CWM framework. Moreover, even with kind polymorphism, recursive types pose a problem, which requires constraining the analysis of recursive types in the source language, and introducing unconventional fold and unfold constructs in the target language.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We give an overview of intensional type analysis in Section 2. We present the source language λ P + i in Section 3. Section 4 shows the target language λ P R that extends the CWM framework. We offer a translation from λ P + i to λ P R in Section 5.
Intensional type analysis
Harper and Morrisett [7] proposed intensional type analysis and presented a type-theoretic framework for expressing computations that analyze types at runtime. They introduced two operators for explicit type analysis: typecase for the term level and Typerec for the type level. For example, a polymorphic subscript function for arrays might be written as the following pseudocode:
Here sub analyzes the type α of the array elements and returns the appropriate subscript function. We assume that arrays of type int and real have specialized representations, say intarray and realarray, and therefore have specialized subscript functions; all other arrays use the default (boxed) representation.
Typing this subscript function is more interesting, because it must have all of the types intarray → int → int, realarray → int → real, and boxedarray (α) → int → α for α other than int and real. To assign a type to the subscript function, we need a construct at the type level that parallels the typecase analysis at the term level. The subscript operation would then be typed as
The Typecase construct in the above example is a special case of the Typerec construct in [7] , which supports primitive recursion over types.
3 The source language λ
To illustrate our ideas, we define the λ
calculus with syntax shown in Figures 1 and 2 . The static semantics of λ P + i uses the following three environments: sort environment E ::= ε | E, χ kind environment ∆ ::= ε | ∆, α : κ type environment Γ ::= ε | Γ, x : τ It can be shown that the formation rules in Figure 3 enforce the requirement that the environments are well-formed, and moreover, all inferred types and kinds are also well-formed. Thus, in the type formation rule E; ∆ τ : κ, we have that E ∆ and E κ. In the term formation rule E; ∆; Γ e : τ , we have that E ∆ and E; ∆ Γ and E; ∆ τ : Ω. Reduction in the type language is defined according to the rules in Figure 4 . The reduction rules for the term level type analysis construct typecase can be found in Figure 5 .
The language λ P + i extends the language λ P i proposed in [13] with recursive types, and some additional constructs for analyzing recursive types. This section only gives an overview of the language, the reader may refer to [13] for more details.
In the impredicative calculus Fω the polymorphic types ∀α : κ. τ can be viewed as generated by an infinite set of type constructors ∀κ of kind (κ → Ω) → Ω, one for each kind κ. The type ∀α : κ. τ is then represented as ∀κ (λα : κ. τ ). The kinds of
τ of (e int ; e→; e ∀ ; e ∀ +; eµ) Figure 1 : Syntax of the λ 
We can avoid the infinite number of ∀κ constructors by defining a single constructor ∀ ∀ of polymorphic kind ∀χ. (χ → Ω) → Ω and then instantiating it to a specific kind before forming polymorphic types. More importantly, this technique also removes the negative occurrences of Ω from the kind of the argument of some constructors, e.g. ∀Ω; these occurrences make Ω noninductive, so that defining a Typerec-like "iterator" over Ω would break the crucial strong normalization property of the type language. Hence in our λ
calculus we extend Fω with variable and polymorphic kinds (χ and ∀χ. κ) and add a type constant ∀ ∀ of kind ∀χ. (χ → Ω) → Ω to the type language. The polymorphic type ∀α : κ. τ is now represented as ∀ ∀ [κ] (λα : κ. τ ).
While analyzing a polymorphic type ∀ ∀ [κ] τ , the kind κ must be held abstract to ensure termination of the analysis [13] . Therefore, the Typerec operator needs a kind abstraction in the branch corresponding to the ∀ ∀ constructor. We provide kind abstraction Λχ. τ and kind application τ [κ] at the type level. The formation rules for these constructs, excerpted from Figure 3 , are
: κ{κ /χ} Similarly, at the term level, the typecase operator must analyze polymorphic types where the quantified type variable may be of an arbitrary kind. To avoid the necessity of analyzing kinds, the Kind formation
Term formation E; ∆; Γ e : τ E; ∆; Γ e : τ E; ∆ τ ; τ : Ω E; ∆; Γ e : τ E; ∆ Γ E; ∆; Γ i : int
E; ∆; Γ typecase[τ ] τ of (e int ; e→; e ∀ ; e ∀ +; eµ) : τ τ Type reduction The Typerec operator is used for type analysis at the type level. In fact, it allows primitive recursion at the type level. It operates on types of kind Ω and returns a type of kind Ω (Figure 4) . Depending on the head constructor of the type being analyzed, Typerec chooses one of the branches. At the int type, it returns the τ int branch. At the function type τ → τ , it applies the τ→ branch to the components τ and τ , and to the results of recursively processing τ and τ .
When analyzing a polymorphic type, the reduction rule is
Since τ ∀ must be parametric in the kind κ (to ensure termination, there are no facilities for kind analysis in the language [13] ), it can only apply its second and third arguments to locally introduced type variables of variable kind, instantiated to κ during the analysis. We believe this restriction, which is crucial for preserving strong normalization of the type language, is quite reasonable in practice. For instance τ ∀ can yield a quantified type based on the result of the analysis.
The reduction rule for analyzing a kind-polymorphic type is
The ∀ ∀ + -branch of Typerec gets as arguments the body of the quantified type and a kind function encapsulating the result of the analysis on the body of the quantified type.
The treatment of recursive types is similar to that in the language λ Q i of [13] , but simplified. They are formed using the l u constructor of kind (Ω → Ω) → Ω. Following ideas due to Fegaras and Sheard [6] , for the analysis of recursive types we introduce a unary constructor Place of kind Ω → Ω, which is not intended for use by the programmer; the term language provides no constructors to create a non-variable object of type Place τ for any τ .
The simpler kind language of λ
comes at the price of restricting the result of the analysis of recursive types by a Typerec to always be a recursive type. Thus we avoid a problem arising when the analysis of a recursive type yields a result unrelated to the analysis of its unfolding, described further in Section 4.4.
Since the argument of the l u constructor has a negative occurrence of the kind Ω, this case must be handled differently. typecase[τ ] (Place τ ) of (e int ; e→; e ∀ ; e ∀ +; eµ) ; typecase[τ ] (Place τ ) of (e int ; e→; e ∀ ; e ∀ +; eµ) Figure 5 : Selected term reduction rules of λ
Typerec does not act as an iterator for the l u constructor. Instead, it analyzes the body of the type with the µ-bound variable protected under the Place constructor. Since Place is the right inverse of Typerec (Figure 4 ), the analysis terminates when it reaches such a type variable.
In essence, we have made the l u constructor transparent to the analysis. Operationally, the number of nested l u constructors in the type analyzed by a Typerec strictly decreases at every reduction involving l u, ensuring termination after a finite number of steps.
The term expressions are mostly standard. We use the standard fold and unfold constructs to implement the isomorphism between a recursive type and its unfolding. Type analysis at the term level is performed using the typecase operator. Since the term level includes a fixed-point operator, typecase is not iterative; it inspects a given type τ and passes its constituents to the corresponding branch. The reduction rules for typecase are in Figure 5 .
Existential types can be handled similarly to polymorphic types. We define a type constructor ∃ ∃ of kind ∀χ. (χ → Ω) → Ω. The existential type ∃α : κ. τ is then equivalent to ∃ ∃ [κ] (λα : κ. τ ). Typerec and typecase are augmented with τ ∃ and e ∃ branches respectively. The reduction rules are exactly analogous to those for the polymorphic type.
To illustrate the type level analysis we will use the Typerec operator to define the class of types admitting equality comparisons. We will extend the example in [7] to handle quantified types. The type operator Eq : Ω → Ω, defined below, maps function and polymorphic types to the type Void. (Here Void ≡ ∀α : Ω. α is a type with no values). To make the example more realistic, we extend the language with a product type constructor (× ×) of the same kind as (→ →). The type analysis constructs operate on the × × constructor in a manner similar to the → → constructor. For ease of presentation we use ML-style pattern fix toString : ∀α : Ω. α → string.
= Λα : Ω.
Figure 6: The function toString matching syntax to define a type involving Typerec: Instead of
where τ→ = λα1 : Ω. λα2 : Ω.
In this syntax the Eq type operator is defined as:
where the last line of the definition is not under programmer control.
As an example of the term level analysis in λ
, consider the function toString shown in Figure 6 . This function uses the type of a value to produce its string representation; we assume having a nullary type constructor string in the language. The primitive function intToString converts an integer to its string representation, and useˆto denote string concatenation.
The language λ P + i has the following properties, with proofs similar to those for the language λ P i in [13] . 
Type analysis in λ P + i
In our previous work [13] , we proposed the language λ Q i which supports the analysis of recursive types without any restrictions. However, the resulting language gets complex and the translation into a CWM framework is not clear. Therefore, type analysis in λ P + i is restricted in two ways. First, the Typerec operator must return a type of kind Ω. Second, the result of analyzing a recursive type is always a recursive type. We believe that these restrictions do not reduce significantly the usefulness of the language in practice.
The main purpose of Typerec is to provide types to typecase terms; every branch of the Typerec types the corresponding branch of the typecase. Since the type of a term is always of kind Ω, the result of the Typerec must also be of kind Ω. Thus, in practice, a Typerec will be employed to form types of kind Ω.
In some cases a Typerec is used to enforce typing constraints-for example, in the case of polymorphic equality above, a Typerec was used to express the constraint that the set of equality types does not include function or polymorphic types. In these cases the Typerec merely verifies that an input type is well-formed, while preserving its structure. This means that the Typerec will map a recursive type into a recursive type.
Other applications of type analysis also follow this pattern. Consider a copying garbage collector [14] . Its copying function would use a Typerec to express that data from a particular region has been copied into a different region. Since the structure of the data remains the same after being copied, a recursive type would still be mapped into a recursive type. The same holds true while flattening tuples. Flattening involves traversing the input type tree, and converting every tuple into the corresponding flattened type; therefore, the structure of the input type is preserved.
Our language allows the analysis of recursive types within both the term language and the type language, but combining them is subject to severe limitations. For instance, one can write a polymorphic printer that analyses types at runtime, and one can write a type operator, like Eq, to enforce invariants at the type level. However, it is not possible to write a polymorphic equality function that analyzes types at runtime and has the type ∀α : Ω. Eq α → Eq α → bool. The reason is that when the recursive type Eq ( l uτ ) is unfolded, the result is Eq (τ (Place ( l uτ )) ).
The equality function must now analyze the type τ (Place ( l uτ )), which requires it to analyze a Place type. However, no useful term can be provided in the corresponding branch of typecase. This problem does not affect the l u-free segment of the language and its translation.
4 The target language λ P R Figure 7 shows the syntax of the λ P R language, the target of our translation, which reflects type information at the term level in preparation for type erasure. To make the presentation simpler, we will describe many of the features of λ P R in the context of the translation from λ In λ P R , the type calculus is split into types and tags: While types classify terms, tags are used for analysis. We extend the kind language to distinguish between the two: Kind Ω is assigned to types, while kind T is assigned to tags. For every constructor yielding a type of kind Ω we have a corresponding constructor that generates a tag of kind T; for example, T int corresponds to int and T→ corresponds to → →. The type analysis construct at the type level is Tagrec, which operates only on tags.
At the term level, we add representations for tags. The term level operator (now called repcase) analyzes these representations. All the primitive tags have corresponding term level representations; for example, T int is represented by R int . Given any tag, the corresponding term representation can be constructed inductively.
Typing term representations
The type calculus in λ P R includes a unary type constructor R of kind T → Ω to type the term level representations. Given a tag τ (of kind T), the term representation of τ has the type R τ . For example, R int has the type R T int . Semantically, R τ is interpreted as a singleton type that is inhabited only by the term representation of τ [3] .
The functionality of R is generalized at higher kinds by Rκ, a type function of kind κ → Ω, such that Rκ τ is the type of the term representation for type τ of kind κ. For instance, if the tag τ is of a function kind κ → κ , then the term representation of τ is 
However a problem arises if τ is of a variable kind χ. The only way of knowing the type of its representation Rχ is to construct it when χ is instantiated. Hence programs translated into λ P R must be such that for every kind variable χ in the program, a corresponding type variable αχ, representing the type of the term representation for a tag of kind χ, is also available.
In comparison, the source language of CWM [3] does not include kind polymorphism, which means that the types of all representations are known statically. We need to extend the framework with types of representations of variable kinds.
Consider for instance the type
. The ∀ ∀ branch of a typecase construct must reduce to an abstraction Λ + χ. Λα : χ → Ω. e. After translation to λ P R , in order to compute the type of the representation of α in e, we need to know the type of the representations of types of kind χ. Therefore this type must be passed as an extra argument to the ∀ ∀ branch, which means it must be "packed" together with κ and τ using the translated ∀ ∀ constructor. Thus, if mapped to a constructor for kind Ω in λ To preserve the inductive structure of the kinds, we split the type calculus into types and tags. The new constructor T ∀ + is of kind (∀χ. (χ → Ω) → T) → T, which does not suffer from negative occurrences since Ω is defined independently of T. Type analysis is restricted to tags since they carry the information needed to reconstruct the types of representations.
This leads us to the kind translation from λ P + i to λ P R (Figure 8) . Since the analysis in λ P R is on kind T, the λ
kind Ω is mapped to T. The polymorphic kind ∀χ. κ is translated to ∀χ. (χ → Ω) → |κ|. Note that every kind variable χ must now have a corresponding type variable αχ of kind χ → Ω, providing the type of term representations for types of kind χ.
Lemma 4.1 |κ{κ /χ}| = |κ|{|κ |/χ}
Proof By induction over the structure of κ.
2 Figure 9 shows the function Rκ. Suppose τ is a λ P + i type of kind κ and |τ | is its translation into λ P R . The function Rκ gives the type of the term representation of |τ |. Since this function is used by the translation from λ P + i to λ P R , it is defined by induction on λ 2 The formation rules for tags are displayed in Figure 10 . Since the translation maps λ P + i type constructors to these tags, a type constructor of kind κ is mapped to a corresponding tag of kind |κ|. Thus, while the ∀ ∀ type constructor has the kind ∀χ. (χ → Ω) → Ω, the T ∀ tag has the kind ∀χ.
Figure 10 also shows the type of the term representation of the primitive type constructors. These types agree with the definition of the function Rκ; for example, the type of R→ is RΩ→Ω→Ω (T→). The term formation rules in Figure 10 use a tag interpretation function F that is explained in Section 4.4.
Tag analysis in λ P R
We now consider the tag analysis constructs in more detail. The term level analysis is done by the repcase construct. Figures 10 and 11 show its static and dynamic semantics respectively. The expression being analyzed must be of type R τ ; therefore, repcase always analyzes term representation of tags. Operationally, it selects a branch according to the top constructor of the representation, and passes the components of the representation to it.
Type level analysis is performed by the Tagrec construct. The language must be fully reflexive, so Tagrec includes an additional branch for the new type constructor T R . Since only the kind of Tµ contains the kind T in a doubly-negative position (Figure 10 ), we can define Tagrec as an iterator over the kind T, and treat Tµ specially (like the l u constructor in λ
). Figure 12 shows the reduction rules for the Tagrec, which are similar to the reduction rules for the source language Typerec: given a tag, it recurses on the components of the tag and then passes the result of the recursive calls, along with the original components, to the corresponding branch. Recursive tags are handled in a manner similar to recursive types in λ
. The result is constrained to be a recursive tag. The analysis proceeds directly to the body of the tag function, with the bound variable protected under a T pl tag, which is the right inverse of Tagrec.
The reduction rules also include a rule for the Pl constructor. The Pl constructor is used to handle recursive tags in the F func-Type formation
E; ∆; Γ repcase[τ ] e of (e int ; e→; e ∀ ; e ∀ +; eR; eµ; e pl ) : τ τ 
The tag interpretation function
Programs in λ P R pass tags at runtime since only tags can be analyzed. However, abstractions and the fixpoint operator must still carry type information for type checking. Therefore, these annotations must be defined using a function mapping tags to types. Since these annotations are always of kind Ω, this function must be of kind T → Ω. We can use an iterator over tags to define the function as follows:
The function F takes a type of kind T and converts it to the corresponding type of kind Ω. The branches for the T R and the T pl tags are bogus but of the correct kind. The language λ P R is only intended as a target for translation from λ P + i -the only interesting programs in λ P R are the ones translated from λ
; therefore, the T R branch of F will remain unused. Similarly, since the source language hides the Place constructor completely from the programmer, it does not appear in λ P + i programs; hence the T pl branch of F will also remain unused.
The type interpretation function has the following properties. Note that the rules for fold and unfold in Figure 10 unfold a recursive type (of kind T) under the tag interpretation function. If we allowed a Typerec, and therefore a Tagrec, to have userdefined result for the analysis of recursive types, this would have
|Typerec τ of (τ int ; τ→; τ ∀ ; τ ∀ +)| = Tagrec |τ | of (|τ int |; |τ→|; |τ ∀ |; |τ ∀ +|; λ : T. λ : T. |τ int |) with the property that F (τ (Tµ τ )) = int, but F (Tµ τ ) = l u (λα : Ω. α), breaking the type safety theorem.
Translation from λ
In this section, we show a translation from λ
The languages differ mainly in two ways. First, the type calculus in λ P R is split into tags and types, with types used solely for type checking and tags used for analysis. Therefore, type passing in λ P + i will get converted into tag passing in λ P R . Second, the typecase operator in λ P + i must be converted into a repcase operating on term representation of tags. The term translation is shown in Figure 14 . The translation must maintain two invariants. First, for every kind variable χ in scope, it adds a corresponding type variable αχ; this variable gives the type of the term representation for a tag of kind χ. At every kind application, the translation uses the function Rκ ( Figure 9 ) to compute this type. Thus, the translations of kind abstractions and kind applications are
Second, for every type variable α in scope, a term variable xα is introduced, providing the corresponding term representation of α. At every type application, the translation uses the function (τ ) (Figure 15 ) to construct this representation. Furthermore, type application gets replaced by an application to a tag, and to the term representation of the tag. Thus the translations for type abstractions and type applications are
As pointed out before, the translations of abstraction and the fixpoint operator use the tag interpretation function F to map tags to types. We show the term representation of types in Figure 15 . The primitive type constructors get translated to the corresponding term representation. The representations of type and kind functions are similar to the term translation of type and kind abstractions. The only involved case is the term representation of a Typerec. Since Typerec is recursive, we use a combination of a repcase and a fix. We will illustrate only one case here; the other cases can be reasoned about similarly.
Consider the reduction of Ty (τ → τ ), where Ty τ stands for Typerec τ of (τ int ; τ→; τ ∀ ; τ ∀ +).
This type reduces to τ→ τ τ (Ty (τ )) (Ty (τ )) . Therefore, in the translation, the term representation of τ→ must be applied to the term representations of τ , τ , and the result of the recursive calls to the Typerec. The representations of τ and τ are bound to the variables xα and x β ; by assumption the representations for the results of the recursive calls are obtained from the recursive calls to the function f.
In the following propositions the original λ P + i kind environment ∆ is extended with a kind environment ∆(E) which binds a type variable αχ of kind χ → Ω for each χ ∈ E. Similarly the term-level translations extend the type environment Γ with Γ(∆), binding a variable xα of type Rκ α for each type variable α bound in ∆ with kind κ.
Proof Follows directly by induction over the structure of τ . 2 Proposition 5.2 If E; ∆ τ : κ and E; ∆ Γ hold in λ Proof This is proved by induction over the structure of e, using Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4.
2
| repcase e of (e int ; e→; e ∀ ; e ∀ +; eR; eµ; e pl ) Figure 16 : Syntax of the untyped language λ P R The translation replaces type and kind applications (abstractions) by a dummy application (abstraction), instead of erasing them. In the typed language, a type or a kind can be applied to a fixpoint. This results in an unfolding of the fixpoint. Therefore, the translation inserts dummy applications to preserve this unfolding.
The untyped language has the following property which shows that term reduction in λ P R
• parallels term reduction in λ P R .
Proposition 6.1 If e ;
* e1, then e
• ; * e1
• .
Related work and conclusions
Our work closely follows the framework proposed in Crary et al. [3] . They consider a language with analyzes over types with no binding structure. Extending the analysis to arbitrary types makes the translation much more complicated. The splitting of the type calculus into types and tags, and defining an interpretation function to map between the two, is related to the ideas proposed by Crary and Weirich for the language LX [2] , which provides a powerful kind calculus and a construct for primitive recursion over types. This allows the user to define new kinds and recursive operations over types of these kinds.
This framework also resembles the dictionary passing style in Haskell [12] . The term representation of a type may be viewed as corresponding to the dictionary for that type (for some class). However, the authors consider dictionary passing in an untyped calculus; moreover, they do not consider the intensional analysis of types. Dubois et al. [4] also pass explicit type representations in their extensional polymorphism scheme. However, they do not provide a mechanism for connecting a type to its representation. Minamide's [8] type-lifting procedure is also related to our work. His procedure maintains interrelated constraints between type parameters; however, his language does not support intensional type analysis.
Duggan [5] proposes another framework for intensional type analysis. His system allows for the analysis of types at the term level only. It adds a facility for defining type classes and allows type analysis to be restricted to members of such classes. Yang [15] presents some approaches to enable type-safe programming of type-indexed values in ML which is similar to term level analysis of types. Aspinall [1] studied a typed λ-calculus with subtypes and singleton types.
Necula [11] proposed the idea of a certifying compiler and showed the construction of a certifying compiler for a type-safe subset of C. Morrisett et al. [10] showed that a fully type preserving compiler generating type safe assembly code is a practical basis for a certifying compiler.
We have presented a framework that supports the analysis of arbitrary source language types; while the handling of polymorphic and existential types appears adequate, problems remain open in the treatment of recursive types in our source language. The framework does not rely on explicit type passing; instead, term level representations of types are passed at runtime. This allows the use of term level constructs to handle type information at runtime.
